Collaborative filtering systems heavily depend on user feedback expressed in product ratings to select and rank items to recommend. These summary statistics of rating values carry two important descriptors about the assessed items, namely the total number of ratings and the mean rating value. In this study we explore how these two signals influence the decisions of online users based on choice-based conjoint experiments. Results show that users are more inclined to follow the mean indicator as opposed to the total number of ratings. Empirical results can serve as an input to developing algorithms that foster items with a, consequently, higher probability of choice based on their rating summarizations or their explainability due to these ratings when ranking recommendations.
INTRODUCTION
User ratings are one of the key ingredient to collaborative filtering algorithms to automatically assess how likely items might match users' tastes. Although, recently, implicit signals on users' actual behavior have turned out to possess even more predictive power for practical systems [4, 6] , ratings still play a dominant role in constructing the value and quality perception of an item in the eyes of online consumers [2] . Collaborative explanations [3] provide justifications for recommendations by displaying information about the rating behavior of a users' neighbourhood, as has been already identified by Herlocker et al. [5] . Also, e-commerce sites usually provide at least rating summary statistics along with the products in their catalogs.
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RELATED WORK
Explanations for recommendations have received considerable research attention over the past years [3, 11] . There are different ways of explaining recommendations based on collaborative filtering mechanisms as presented in Herlocker et al. [5] . They explored 21 different interfaces and demonstrated that specifically the "user" style improves the acceptance of recommendations. The "user" style of explanation provides information about the neighborhood, which is determined based on a generic notion of similarity between users when analyzing their observed behavior or expressed opinions (i.e., buys, clicks, ratings etc.).
In this work we are interested in shedding light on users' tradeoff between rating numbers and their mean values when they have to make a choice.
Conjoint analysis is a market technique suitable for revealing user preferences and trade-offs in the decision making process [9] . Conjoint analysis has successfully been employed in a wide range of areas, such as education, health, tourism, and human computer interaction.In the field of recommender systems and online decision support, Zanker and Schoberegger [13] employed a ranking-based conjoint experiment to understand the persuasive power of different explanation styles over the users' preferences.
To the best of our knowledge, the persuasive effect of the characteristics in rating summarizations has not yet been studied. The conjoint methodology as employed in market research for decades represents a best practice in order to quantify the perceived utility of the characteristics of different rating summarizations.
METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN
We perform an experimental user-study in order to understand the trade-off mechanisms between confrontation with different configurations of rating summarizations. We base our analysis on the Choice-Based Conjoint (CBC) methodology, which is also denoted as Discrete Choice Experiments by several authors [8] . In conjoint designs, products (a.k.a., profiles) are modeled by sets of categorical or quantitative attributes, which can have different levels. In CBC experiments, participants have to repeatedly select one profile from different sets of choices, which nicely matches realworld settings when users are confronted with recommendation lists.
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Our CBC design consisted of N = 6 choice sets with m = 3 alternatives (see Figure 1) . The design was generated and evaluated using SAS MktEx macros [7] . The SAS code for replicating and evaluating the survey is accessible for download 1 .
Between January and February 2018 a group of 54 people were invited to participate in our choice experiments. The participants were presented with the following hypothetical situation:
"Assume that you find yourself in the situation that you need to make a choice between three movies to watch on a movie platform. These three movies are equally preferable to you with respect to all other movie information you have access to (title, plot, actors etc.). Other users' ratings are aggregated and summarized by their number of ratings, the mean rating value and their distribution. Therefore, we would like to know your choice, by solely considering these ratings summary statistics. "
RESULTS
Detailed results and an extensive discussion is provided in [1] . There was a clear and statistically significant preference relation over the three levels for mean rating values. However, in terms of the total number of ratings, users did not seem to care that much.
From the different levels of preference weights (partial utilities) for our two signals (i.e. levels of the profile attributes) we can also 1 SAS code: https://github.com/ludovikcoba/CBC; derive the perceived overall utility (see Table 1 ). The probability of selecting any of the 9 profiles was computed and ordered by decreasing values in Table 1 . Changes in mean value were well and strongly perceived, while the number of ratings had far less impact on users' choice -i.e., an increase in the mean rating value by one level increased the probability of choice by a factor of three to four, when everything else was kept constant.
DISCUSSION
Rating summarizations provide important clues to users in online choice situations. Marketing research has shown that consumers are strongly guided by online reviews, and that the mean rating value is interpreted as an indicator for the quality of a product [2] . Also in our study, participants seem to have been following this quality hypothesis.
The total number of ratings, on the other hand, is typically regarded as an indicator for the popularity of a product or an item in general. Given that with larger sample sizes, all things being equal, the mean rating value becomes more informative, it is also very reasonable that, in case of a large number of ratings, users would be more likely to follow this choice. This work is in line with prior research on the effects of potential decision biases such as position, decoy or framing effects, on the choice behavior of users [10] and it can be purposefully exploited to develop more persuasive systems [12] .
